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Who does this newsletter?

This newsletter is produced by

Wayne Spencer on a Quarterly basis.  Its

purpose is to bring creation research within

the reach of Christians and provide up-to-

date reliable information on creation issues.

Wayne Spencer is a creation author and

former teacher who has presented papers at

the International Conference on Creationism

and has published in various creation

publications, such as the Creation Research

Society Quarterly, Creation magazine, the

Journal of Creation (TJ), and Origins (from

the Biblical Creation Society, UK).   

This newsletter is meant to help

people plug into creation resources and get

informed about creation and evolution.  It is

provided free of charge on request.  Using

the free Adobe Acrobat Reader is necessary

for viewing the newsletter.  There are no

restrictions in copying this newsletter or

passing it on to others.  To request to be

placed on the e-mail list, send a request to

wspencer@creationanswers.net.

More information on Wayne

Spencer’s education and publications can be

found on the creationanswers.net web site.

You’ll also find many other resources.

http://creationanswers.net
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A Personal Note from Wayne Spencer

Greetings,

I hope you have all had a nice Easter.

This Easter I am mindful of how much we owe

to what Jesus Christ did for us in his death

and resurrection.  We have strength for this

life and hope to be resurrected ourselves one

day (unless He returns in our lifetime)

because of His victory over death.  

In this newsletter I am taking a very

politically incorrect point of view on a

controversial issue.  For years I have taken a

sort of neutral or wait and see attitude about

global warming.  Now I am pretty firmly

against the line of thinking that human beings

have caused a dangerous greenhouse effect

that we need to correct.  The article Global

Warming Versus God’s Design addresses

why I believe there is no cause for concern of

global disaster over global warming.  I believe

the scientific evidence against the global

warming alarmist bandwagon is getting

stronger and stronger.  I am addressing the

topic in relation to God’s intelligent design of

the Earth.  This is something I have not seen

other authors do and I think it puts it in the

right perspective.  This newsletter is a little

longer than usual to allow for this article.  I

don’t mean to say we should not be

concerned about the environment.  We just

need to be realistic.  Bias and politics have

often trumped facts on the issue of global

warming.  I hope this article will be helpful.

Some may disagree with me.  Anyone

disagreeing is welcome to email me.  

 

Wayne Spencer, M.S., Physics

mailto:wspencer@creationanswers.net
http://creationanswers.net
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Global Warming Versus God’s

Design 

There is much in the news in recent

months about the issue of global warming.

Recent findings against the arguments for

global warming made me feel compelled to

address this in my newsletter.  It seems

there is a consensus among most of the

scientific community that the warming trend

in Earth's climate is caused by human

beings by what are called "greenhouse

emissions" or "carbon emissions" from man

made technology.  The chief emissions of

concern in this discussion are carbon

dioxide, methane, and cloroflourocarbons

(CFC's).  Carbon dioxide is the main gas of

interest because though it is only a minor

constituent of our atmosphere, it is much

more prevalent than methane or CFCs.

Carbon dioxide is given off by automobile

engines and many factory processes where

fossil fuels are burned.  Most of the

mainstream media are following the line

saying that if humans do not reduce carbon

dioxide emissions there will be terrible

consequences for the world.  The issue of

global warming has effectively escalated out

of the scientific arena to the political arena.

For a long time I personally did not have

much of an opinion on the issue.  But

recently there has been a growing scientific

voice against the warnings of the global

warming community.  After reading more

about the science of the issue, it seems

clearer than ever to me that this is another

issue where scientists have allowed their

personal biases to lead them off the line of

truth.  It has become similar to the creation

versus evolution issue in that there is so

much emotional investment in the global

warming position not because of facts or the

science but because of world view

assumptions and ideology.  This was

mentioned in a recent article in the Arizona

Republic, "The issue of global warming has

stirred passions not unlike the battle over

evolution, similarly dragging scientists into

the political arena to defend their research."

Click here to go see this article.

The debate over climate change could

have great practical ramifications because

there are now efforts to pass new laws and

put in place international standards to

dramatically reduce carbon emissions.  The

trouble with this is that the strict

recommendations for industry could put such

a burden on corporations and governments

around the world that there is concern for how

it could actually cause more suffering in some

nations where resources would be better

spent feeding the poor and building

economies.  In the United States, if some of

the carbon emissions legislation is passed, it

is likely to drive up fuel and energy costs

higher than they already are. 

What I am saying is essentially in

agreement with an open letter that was

presented to the United Nations in December

2007 by the Secretary-General of the U.N.,

Ban Ki-Moon.  This letter was presented at a

recent U.N. global climate conference and

was signed by a significant list of individuals,

most of whom are scientists, some quite well

known.  This letter can be read on the

website of the National Post.

Click here to view this article. 

Following is an extended quote from this

letter:

"The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) has issued

increasingly alarming conclusions about the

climatic influences of human-produced

carbon dioxide (CO2), a non-polluting gas that

is essential to plant photosynthesis. While we

understand the evidence that has led them to

2view CO  emissions as harmful, the IPCC's

conclusions are quite inadequate as

justification for implementing policies that will

markedly diminish future prosperity.  In

particular, it is not established that it is

possible to significantly alter global climate

through cuts in human greenhouse gas

emissions. On top of which, because attempts

to cut emissions will slow development, the

2current UN approach of CO  reduction is

http://www.azcentral.com/arizonarepublic/news/articles/1111climate-debate1111.html
http://www.nationalpost.com/news/story.html?id=164002
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likely to increase human suffering from future

climate change rather than to decrease it."

The letter also said "We therefore

need to equip nations to become resilient to

the full range of these natural phenomena by

promoting economic growth and wealth

generation."  In other words, implementing

restrictive regulations against carbon

emissions would probably actually distract

corporations and governments around the

world from dealing with the real needs of

people.  There may be real problems in

various local regions that result from climate

changes, but those are the kind of issues

human beings have always had to deal with

all through history.  Disaster preparedness

may be an issue human beings need to

address, but expecting to prevent natural

disasters by restricting carbon dioxide

emissions is just not realistic.  Climate

changes may affect animal life in some

regions as well.  Thus sometimes there may

be something human beings can and should

do to help animals that may be losing their

habitat, for example.  But none of this is

indicative necessarily that there is a long

term global problem caused by human

beings.  Usually living things can move or

adapt to minor climate changes.  

New strict carbon emission standards

are not needed for several reasons.  New

carbon emission standards are not likely to

significantly change whatever may be

happening with Earth's climate.  To sum up

the global warming issue briefly, 1) carbon

dioxide is not a pollutant and should not be

thought of as a pollutant, 2) as a minor

constituent of Earth's atmosphere carbon

dioxide is not the most significant

greenhouse substance, and 3) carbon

emissions by human beings do not have a

measurable effect on climate because there

are so many other larger effects that are

more significant, and 4) the various natural

processes that determine Earth's long term

climate are designed by God to be self-

regulating and to prevent dangerous climate

extremes.   

Design of Earth’s Climate

The question of global warming and

climate change is fundamentally about God's

design of the Earth.  There may indeed be a

warming of Earth's climate, though even that

is debatable.  But the key questions are a)

could mankind be to blame, b) would any

actions taken by mankind really make a

difference, and c) will the climate change

resolve itself without mankind's help?  First of

all, advocates of global warming being a

serious problem treat carbon dioxide as if it is

a pollutant, but it really isn't.  Carbon dioxide

is a natural constituent of Earth's atmosphere

(about 0.04% of atmospheric gases, methane

is much less).   It is true that it is one of a

number of "greenhouse gases."  A

greenhouse gas is a substance that tends to

convert ultraviolet light from the Sun to

infrared, which heats the atmosphere the

same way it gets hot inside a car that has

been exposed to the sunlight on a hot day.  In

this process, the air in the car is heated by

the infrared radiation coming from materials in

the car.  But, carbon dioxide is not the most

important "greenhouse gas" in Earth's

atmosphere.  Water vapor is actually much

more significant in it's greenhouse effects.

But because of how water vapor often

changes state from gas to liquid or to solid

and its form and concentration varies with

humidity and cloud cover, it is extremely

complex and difficult to predict how it might

effect climate over the long term.  Predicting

global climate, especially over long periods of

time, seems to be well beyond what our

science is capable of at this time.  

Isaiah 45:18 in the Old Testament

says that God made the Earth "to be

inhabited."  In many origins issues scientists

have often seriously underestimated the

complexity of life and the physical

prerequisites for life.  God has designed the

Earth as a system with "checks and balances"

which prevent climate from getting out of

control.  There are many aspects to how the

Earth is designed to support life.  It's orbital

distance from the Sun and the nature of the

Sun itself are important factors that determine
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our climate, as well as Earth's tilt, but there

are still many other factors that affect Earth's

climate.  There are multiple interacting and

competing processes involved in what

determines the climate we experience.  If a

process tends to amplify the greenhouse

heating effect, climate researchers refer to it

as a positive feedback.  But if an Earth

process works opposite the greenhouse

heating effect and thus limits or moderates

the heating, it is known as negative

feedback.  Everyone learns even in

elementary science that heat is transferred

by radiation, convection, and conduction.

The greenhouse heating effect is heat

transfer by infrared radiation.  If that were the

only type of heat transfer in the atmosphere,

it would be so hot at Earth's surface that  we

may not be able to survive except perhaps

near the Earth's poles.  Convection creates

movements of air that even out temperatures

and limit how much the greenhouse effect

can raise the temperature.

The most significant factor to

consider with greenhouse warming is what

happens with water in the atmosphere.  It is

necessary to understand how water is

important to the climate we experience.

Water is an unusual substance with a high

heat capacity and the temperature and

pressure in Earth's atmosphere are in just

the right range to allow many movements of

water and changes in its state from liquid to

gas, liquid to solid, gas to liquid, etc.  Thus

water is able to circulate and move

throughout Earth's atmosphere and transfer

heat in a number of ways.  Since there is so

much water on the Earth, it is crucially

important for moderating and determining

the climate.  Some changes of state in water

happens in clouds but clouds affect the

greenhouse effect in multiple ways.  Clouds

absorb sunlight and so they can reduce the

radiation making its way to the surface (a

negative feedback, cooling the atmosphere).

They can also absorb infrared radiation that

comes from the surface, which can heat the

atmosphere (positive feedback).  There are

often multiple layers of clouds in the

atmosphere at different altitudes and the

water content of the atmosphere varies

greatly with altitude.  So, clouds can produce

either positive or negative feedback in relation

to the greenhouse effect.  Climate scientists

today are finding there are a number of

negative feedback effects that limit how much

greenhouse heating there could be due to

gases like carbon dioxide, methane, and

CFC's.  In the strong claims often made about

the dangers of global warming, the various

moderating effects related to water are unduly

neglected.

There are also effects that complicate

determining whether there is any long term

changes in temperature.  Thus some

alarming predictions of rises in temperature

made by global warming advocates have not

been measured in reality.  There have been

many estimates of how increases in the

amount of carbon dioxide will increase the

global average temperature.  One researcher,

Patrick Michaels, who is on the U.N. panel on

climate change (the IPCC) was involved in a

s tudy look ing at how temperature

measurements were done in weather

monitoring stations.  They were examining

whether some of the evidence claimed to

suggest global warming could actually be

what's called "urban warming," a well-known

effect around major cities.  They found that

temperature measurements were often

associated with many socioeconomic

indicators around cities and temperature

m easurem en ts  a re  o f ten  done  in

inappropriate locations that bias them toward

higher temperatures.  Thus, because of how

people tend to move from rural to urban areas

(true all over the world) and urban centers are

warmer than surrounding areas, coupled with

the weather station measurement problems,

this explains some of the observed warming.

Michaels and his colleagues concluded that

global warming was about half what had been

previously estimated when these effects were

taken into account.  Their research was

published in a major scientific journal, the

Journa l o f G eophys ica l Research -

Atmospheres.  Unfortunately their findings
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have not received much media attention.  A

web page summarizing their findings is  
http://www.cato.org/pub_display.php?pub_id=8863

There have been many computer

simulations of the effects of increasing

greenhouse gases on Earth's climate.  Some

scientists are now challenging the results of

studies promoting the global warming

agenda.   According to Richard Lindzen, a

well known climate scientist from MIT, some

of these studies overestimate the heating

effect of carbon dioxide because they do not

adequately account for other competing

processes, often related to water vapor, rain,

and clouds.  There has been an increase in

carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere in

recent years but this has not made a

significant change in temperature and even

2doubling the amount of CO  probably would

only have a very trivial effect.  Some

researchers have estimated that the amount

2of CO  in Earth's atmosphere in the past has

been as much as 10 to 18 times present

amounts and thus any change in carbon

emissions from human beings is likely to

have a very small effect.  I would not

completely trust all the conclusions of these

studies because of their old age

assumptions but is reasonable that human

emissions of greenhouse gases would have

only a trivial effect.  Note that there are real

changes in temperature in certain regions

but Earth is able to vary in average

temperature to some degree and life can

usually adapt to it.  Examples have been

cited by global warming advocates for

instance of melting icebergs or certain

places where polar bears may be losing

some of their habitat.  These examples do

not support global warming because there is

not really a net decrease in glacial cover all

areas considered.  While glaciers in some

areas may be decreasing, they are

expanding in many other areas.  Also Polar

bears have greatly increased in numbers in

recent years, so there is little real danger to

them overall.  So, exceptions in particular

areas do not support the general argument

for global warming.  Life has adapted to

climate change throughout Earth history.

Human beings are sometimes more able to

adapt to climate changes than other

creatures.  

In recent years climate researchers

have discovered something about Earth's

clouds that is known as the "Iris Effect."  The

Iris Effect was proposed by Richard Lindzen.

Though it has been a somewhat controversial

idea, recent observations seem to confirm it.

The Iris Effect is the tendency of certain

clouds to moderate how heat is able to

escape into space so that the temperature we

experience at the surface is prevented from

becoming too extreme.  When it is very hot

this tends to drive clouds to dissipate.

Because Earth  has a  transparent

atmosphere, this allows infrared radiation

from near the surface to reach the upper

atmosphere and thus the energy escapes into

space.  But when it is cooler at the surface,

cloud cover increases and this prevents the

infrared from transferring heat out into space.

The low level clouds absorb the heat and

then the lower atmosphere is kept warmer.

This seems very much like a mechanism

tailored what life on Earth needs to survive. 

Doctor Roy Spencer is a principal

research scientist in climate studies at the

University of Alabama, Huntsville.  He has

been outspoken against global warming.  He

was involved in a group of researchers that

looked into the iris effect and found empirical

evidence confirming it was real and significant

for climate.  He recently wrote an article

expressing his frustration with the fact that the

global warming idea now seems too ingrained

for people to listen to contrary evidence:  "The

fact is that so much money and effort have

gone into the theory that mankind is 100

percent responsible for climate change that it

now seems too late to turn back. Entire

careers (including my own) depend upon the

threat of global warming. Politicians have also

jumped aboard the Global Warming Express,

and this train has no brakes."  (To read a

nontechnical article from Dr. Spencer, see

http://www.energytribune.com/articles.cfm?aid=828 .)

http://www.cato.org/pub_display.php?pub_id=8863
http://www.energytribune.com/articles.cfm?aid=828
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This iris-type mechanism is not

always possible on other planets and moons

in our solar system.  Even if this mechanism

did happen on other planets and moons it

would not have the same significance it has

on Earth.  Venus, for example, has a very

thick atmosphere that is not transparent,

thus heat cannot escape into space very

effectively.  Venus' atmosphere has thick

clouds (made up of mainly sulfuric acid) that

never clear away and the greenhouse effect

in Venus' atmosphere is extreme compared

to Earth, making it very hot.  Mars'

atmosphere is transparent but it is very thin

and cold, and water is in the form of ice.  On

Mars there are limited clouds from time to

time; and there may even be an iris-type

effect.  But Martian clouds would not be

significant in moderating temperature.

Saturn's moon Titan has an atmosphere

even thicker than Earth's and even

somewhat like Earth's.  Titan does have

clouds and is likely to rain methane and

ethane.  Titan's lower atmosphere may be

mostly transparent but, its upper atmosphere

is dominated by organic hazes (similar to

smog).  The hazes on Titan never clear

away and thus infrared cannot transfer heat

out into space.  It is also extremely cold on

Titan so any Iris Effect on Titan would not

have much effect on temperature.  It seems

that on all these worlds something like the

Iris Effect would be unlikely to moderate

temperature significantly, but on Earth the

Iris Effect is significant in helping maintain a

livable climate for us.  

The Limitations of Climate Science

Richard Lindzen (apparently not a

creationist) has spoken out against global

warming.  He indicates that todays computer

models are very inadequate in their ability to

handle water vapor in computer simulations.

Scientists sometimes just don't know enough

about the physics.  Models are "tuned" to

give the desired results.  Approximations and

questionable assumptions are programmed

in to keep the simulation working and giving

useful results.  So there is a tendency for

some climate researchers to bias the

simulations toward results that show more

warming than is realistic.  The inability of the

simulations to properly deal with the effects of

water vapor and clouds tends to lead to

higher than reasonable amounts of

greenhouse warming.  Dr. Lindzen makes the

following interesting statement about people

being sometimes overly swayed by claims

b a s e d  o n  c o m p u t e r  s im u l a t i o n s .

"Unfortunately, there is a tendency to hold in

awe anything that emerges from a sufficiently

large computer."  There are often such

problems with computer simulations in

science but the issue is being honest and

realistic in reporting the results of computer

studies.  The conclusion regarding the

computer studies is that there is no reason for

alarm from claims that the temperature will

rise and cause mankind serious problems.

Earth's climate seems to be able to manage

itself in terms of the greenhouse effect.  

There is probably not merely a single

cause of long term climate change, but one

possible source of change may be the Sun,

rather than human technology.  The Sun has

very complex magnetic fields that affect our

weather.  Sunspots are formed in magnetic

eruptions on the Sun.  The more sunspots the

stronger the Sun's magnetic field is and the

more it deflects galactic cosmic rays.

Galactic cosmic rays are charged particles

that come from outside our solar system.

These consist of a variety of charged

subatomic particles.  There are also charged

particles that come from our Sun.  The

charged particles from the galaxy and from

the Sun itself constantly flow through our

solar system and affect Earth's upper

atmosphere and thus our weather.  Cosmic

rays seem to be related to how much low

level cloud cover there is over the oceans

through a complex series of particle effects in

Earth's atmosphere.  When there are more

frequent sunspots, the cosmic rays reaching

Earth are weaker (the flux is lower to be more

precise).  Weaker cosmic rays means less

cloud formation and this allows the ocean and
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lower atmosphere to be warmed slightly.

Thus, if the reverse occurs, the Sun's

magnetic field being weaker (fewer

sunspots) leads to more intense cosmic rays

penetrating Earth's atmosphere, generating

more cloud cover over the oceans and this

cools the lower atmosphere. 

This is all relevant to the global

warming issue because the Sun has recently

been in a period of intense magnetic activity

known as a grand maxima.  This grand

maxima has lasted from approximately 1940

to the present.  This maxima is likely causing

some slow warming of Earth's atmosphere.

Some related comments come from the

journal Physics Today from March 2008.

Physics Today published an opinion letter

from two researchers who did some

sophisticated statistical analyses of solar

fluctuations and related them to Earth's

climate.  One of these researchers is from

the Duke University Physics department and

the other is from the U.S. Army Research

Office.  They argue there is a link between

changes in Earth's climate and changes in

the Sun.  They speak of the "complexity of

the Earth being linked to the complexity of

the Sun."  Some scientists are now arguing

that the Sun will soon turn around and move

into a period of less activity and this could

start a period of cooling.  Indeed some argue

that this cooling period due to the Sun has

already begun.  The National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration reports that the

recent winter months from December 2007

through February 2008 have been the

coolest months since 2001 for the United

States and for the globe.  Though these

winter months were relatively warm in some

U.S. states, this was more than made up for

by the cold temperatures and extensive

winter precipitation in other parts of the U.S.

My conclusions from looking deeper

into the global warming issue are first of all

that we can be thankful for how God has

designed the Earth with "checks and

balances" that maintain a livable climate for

us.  Earth's climate is designed to be able to

compensate for and even out various climate

effects.  Earth's atmosphere, the abundance

of water on Earth, and even the nature of the

Sun are all factors in what determines the

temperature we experience.  There are real

pollutants that humans produce that we

should definitely be concerned about.  But we

should not waste billions of dollars trying to

do something that is not only impossible but

not needed, and which perhaps could

increase human suffering around the world

from the economic burden it could create. 

The Two-Toned Twins

In April of 2005 in Nottingham,

England, twin girls were born that made the

news because they have different skin colors.

Their names are Renee and Kian.  Renee

has white Caucasian skin color and blue eyes

while Kian has very brown skin and brown

eyes.  Both parents have a brown skin color.

This shows that all it takes is one couple to

get children of varied “race” characteristics in

just one generation.  The couple just has to

have the right kind of genetic makup.  So, it is

very possible for all the races in the world to

be descendants of the first couple Adam and

Eve, and of Noah and his wife.  It would not

take long periods of time either.  To see a

picture of Renee, Kian, and their parents, go

to the CMI website:
http://creationontheweb.com/content/view/5622

“Expelled” Movie coming in April

Approximately April 18, 2008 a movie

will be released to theaters called “Expelled:

No Intelligence Allowed.”  In the movie, host

Ben Stein (from the movie Ferris Bueller's

Day Off) goes on a quest to expose the

suppression of intelligent design and creation

ideas in science.

 I was able to see an early screening

of the movie at Dallas Theological Seminary

on January 31, 2008.  I wrote a review of the

movie that is on my website:
http://creationanswers.net/reviews/expelled.htm

http://creationontheweb.com/content/view/5622
http://creationanswers.net/reviews/expelled.htm
http://www.answersingenesis.org

